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CONTACT INFO

ABOUT ME

Trelew, Chubut, Argentina

Email: 22.javier.fernandez@gmail.com

Website: javivar.xyz

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/javier-a-agustin/

I'm a full stack developer with 2 years of commercial

experience. I have been focusing on Python with the

Django Framework.

I am eager to join to an international team, and work in a

friendly, flexible and professional environment.

I always enjoy new challenges, explore new technologies

and share my point of view.

I consider myself a very proactive person and i'm always

learning from new experiences.

I have the capability to adapt very fast to new

technologies, process and environments.

LANGUAGES

Spanish Native

English Intermediate-upper

Russian in learning process

Create and maintain medium to large Django sites.

Use of Django messages, signals, CBV, consume externals

APIs, integration with HTMX, integration with Celery and

Celery Beat.

Use of Javascript to create UI elements.

Create and maintain small to medium Odoo apps. 

Create and maintain ViolentMonkey scripts.

Create API endpoints with FastAPI.

Create and maintain stored procedures on PostgreSQL.

Use of Docker and Docker Compose in development and

production enviroments.

My main responsibility was to create, maintain and refactor +4

Django sites built from start to finish.

After creating a Django site I was responsible for the proper

functioning, monitoring and bug resolution, and design and

development of new applications.

Build custom apps based on client requirements using the

Django framework.

Give advice on what path a project should take.

Fix bugs.

I provide support to my former company which includes bug

resolution, advising on technologies to use, and creating new

applications.

Create and maintain web services using serverless.

Consume of APIs. REST, SOUP, and GraphQL.

Create unit tests.

Code review.

My responsibility is to consume external APIs from insurance

companies and create serverless functions for internal

consume. I'm in contact with technical teams of the insurances

companies, working mostly with companies from Brasil.

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

Systems Degree - University programmer analyst

Universidad Nacional de la Patagonia San Juan Bosco | 2018 -

Present

Learned the basic theory of programming, such as logic, OPP,

databases and processes.

TECHNOLOGIES
Python

Django

HTMX/Hyperscript

Javascript

NextJS

Docker / Docker compose

PostgreSQL

Serverless

COURSES
Data Science - Coderhose - 09/09/2022 - 28/02/2023 

(in progress)

Flutter - Udemy - In progress

AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner - Udemy - In 

progress

Complete 2021 Web Development Bootcamp - 

Udemy - 02/2022 (completed)

INTERESTS

I have various interests such as mobile development, data

science, UX/UI design and devops.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER - COMPARAENCASA - ARGENTINA REMOTE 
- JUNE 2022 - PRESENT

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER - FREELANCE - MAY 2022 - PRESENT

PYTHON/DJANGO DEVELOPER - HLX STUDIOS - USA REMOTE - 
DECEMBER 2020 - MAY 2022


